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SYLLABUS 

English 3180 (Writing for Interactive Media) – 3 credits 

Fall 2013 

 

Instructor:               Florence Elizabeth Bacabac, Ph.D. 

Email:                       bacabac@dixie.edu 

Office:                      Holland Centennial Commons 416 

Office Phone:           652-7897 

Office Hours:           Tue 3:00-4:00 p.m. and Wed 1:00-5:00 p.m. (and by appointment) 

If my office hours are not convenient for you, please do not 

hesitate to schedule an appointment with me at another time. 

Writing Center:       Holland Centennial Commons 421 

Writing Center Phone Number:  652-7629  

Writing Center Email: owl@dixie.edu 

Writing Center Website:  http://dixiewritingcenter.com/about/ 

Student Help Desk:     Holland Building 2
nd

 Floor Library Entrance 

Student Help Desk Contact Info:  652-7951 or helpdesk@dixie.edu  
Class Location & Time:  Holland Centennial Commons 475 (Tue 5:15-7:45 p.m.) 

CRN & Section:        45197 (section 50)               

Prerequisites:            ENGL 2010 with a grade of C or better 

 

 
REQUIRED TEXTBOOK AND COURSE MATERIALS 

 

 Felder, Lynda. Writing for the Web: Creating Compelling Web Content Using Words, Pictures, and 

Sound. Berkeley: New Riders, 2012. Print. 

 

 A one-subject notebook to record relevant notes and invention ideas 

 

 A portfolio folder (with inside-pockets) to keep ALL graded drafts in this course  

 

 An extra folder to keep ALL class handouts and other materials 

 

 Access to a computer or word processor AND the internet 

 

 A blogger.com account for your blog entries and comments about the scholarly articles 

 

 A Dmail account AND access to Canvas 

 

 Two (2) data storage devices  one original AND one back-up 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENTS AND DEPARTMENTAL OUTCOMES 

 

English Department Mission Statement 

The English Department at Dixie State University strives to instill in students an appreciation for the 

centrality of language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, historical, and 

political contexts. Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and evaluating texts and other 

media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical essays. 
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Emphasis Mission Statement (Professional and Technical Writing) 

The Professional and Technical Writing program at Dixie State prepares students for careers in technical, 

scientific, medical, legal, and business writing environments. Course introduce students to the procedures 

and practices that professional writers and editors use regularly, including grant writing, freelance writing, 

interactive media development, magazine production, technical editing, and document design. To further 

enhance their understanding of language and verbal communication, students in our program investigate 

areas such as composition theory, visual rhetoric, and the history of rhetoric. 

 

Department Student Learning Outcomes (Professional and Technical Writing) 

 Students will be able to name, describe, and apply basic principles within various technical and 

professional writing areas. 

 Students will produce a variety of documents in print and electronic formats appropriate to 

audience and purpose within various areas of technical and professional writing. 

 Students will analyze and explain existing concepts and ideas in contemporary academic 

discussions of technical and professional writing. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION, GOALS, AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

Course Description  

Required of English majors pursuing an emphasis in Professional and Technical Writing and open to 

other interested students, English 3180 explores writing and editing for visual, audio, and interactive 

media and examines appropriate format and delivery mechanisms for news, Websites, kiosks, 

CDs/DVDs, and so forth. Students will understand the differences in writing for linear and non-linear 

media; develop an audience-focused, communication-oriented approach to writing; and create text-based 

documents that communicate effectively across different media.  

 

Course Goals 

Goals to be reached in this course: 

 A knowledge of the components of an effective multimedia production project 

 An understanding of the rhetoric of digital writing 

 An understanding of effective stages within the writing process 

 

Course Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this course, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

 Conceptualize, design, and critique a multimedia production project. 

 Understand the role of the writer in the development of multimedia and interactive programs. 

 Compare and contrast traditional media scripting methods with scripts designed for interactive 

applications. 

 

Methods of Assessment  

 

Formative Assessment Methods 

Students will periodically show their completion of the writing process through graded 

assignments for each interactive media writing project, engage in peer-reviews/critiques, do 

reading responses and chapter quizzes, and participate in class discussions. 
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Summative Assessment Method 

Exams:  Perform satisfactorily on exams and writing assignments that measure retention 

of course material (as well as original analysis and interpretation).  

 

Oral Presentation:  Give at least one oral presentation of interactive media research 

project, accompanied by an appropriate electronic presentation (i.e. PowerPoint or some 

other media).  

 

Value-Added Assessment Methods 

Pre/Post Test: Students will take a course-specific pre- and post-test to assess the ways in 

which their learning has increased during the semester. This will be a multiple-choice 

test. 

 

Grading 

 

Semester grades will be determined by the following: 

 Pre-Test                                 S/U 

 Chapter Quizzes                     10 

 Scholarly Articles and Blog Response Assignments               5 

 Group Report                      10 

 Prezumé                        5 

 Informational Project:   

o Proposal, Design Document, Script                  20 

o Professional ePortfolio                                              15 

 WebText Research Project                    15 

 Oral Presentation of WebText Research Project                      5 

 ReMix Project                                     5 

 Final Exam (with Post-Test)                                             10 

                             ----------- 

                                 100%  

 

Grading Scale  
 

A   = 95-100                  C   = 74-77 

A- = 90-94     C-  = 70-73 

B+ = 87-89     D+ = 67-69 

B   = 84-86     D   = 64-66 

B- = 80-83     D-  = 60-63 

C+ = 78-79     F    = 59 and below  

 

Note:    I do not “give” grades; students earn grades – no one is entitled to get an “A” in a class unless 

they earn it. I cannot grade on effort alone – I must grade what you actually do and produce. My job is to 

push students to do their best and succeed. Taking advantage of our class time, your own homework time, 

my office hours, the Writing Center, Tech Support, and other available services and tools will provide 

you with the support you need. 
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS  

 

Chapter Quizzes 

 I believe in mastery learning. Not everyone produces acceptable work all the time so constant 

practice and critical reviews are needed.  In line with this, you are required to do an objective/multiple-

choice self-test for each chapter reading assignment to help you review your full understanding of chapter 

topics. After reading each chapter assignment, log in to Canvas and click on “Quizzes” to take the test. 

You may do this at the convenience of your home or on campus; you may also refer to your textbook 

while taking the test in order to review important writing principles in the workplace. Please note that you 

must take the quiz within one week from the date the chapter is assigned before the window is 

permanently locked (this is a one-time test to be completed within 1 hour of log in). I do not allow you 

to take quizzes late because I release the answers after the due date.  These quizzes are REQUIRED 

and GRADED; non-compliance for one test will translate to a zero for that chapter which will negatively 

impact your course grade. 

 

Scholarly Articles and Blog Response Assignments 

Reading scholarly articles on writing for interactive media will be required from time to time in 

order to highlight the principles of web and multimedia writing. These articles are chosen to improve our 

understanding of the ways in which audience, purpose, and context affect one another.  

 

There will be a total of five (5) scholarly articles to be read and discussed in class throughout 

this semester, so please look at our daily assignment schedule to write your blog response ahead of time. 

BEFORE coming to class, you should do the following: 

 

 Read and annotate the article assigned for each meeting.  

 Write a SHORT one-paragraph blog response (6-8 sentences) in your blog account.  

 Indicate the scholarly article number on top of each response. 

 Respond to ONE of your peer’s blog posts of about the same length or less.  

 

These blog entries will be discussed in class as a way to improve your critical thinking, reading, 

and multimedia writing skills.  Your proactive participation or non-participation during class discussions 

about the assignments will be recorded; coming to class without your blog assignments will affect your 

grade. You can keep up with the reading pace of this class if you read on a regular basis and follow our 

Course Syllabus closely. Finally, the URL address of your blog account will be included in the 

Portfolio submission as part of your total grade for this course.  

 

Class Presentations  

In addition to the reading and writing assignments, you will also give two presentations to the rest 

of the class, one informal and one formal: 

 

 An informal 20-minute Group Report on selected chapters assigned to your group. What does 

this mean? 

o Lead a discussion which gets people thinking in new ways about the chapter’s topic. 

PREPARE as if only your group had read the text so make the most of your discussion to 

stress its salient points.  

 

o Point out what you think are the best writing principles and/or examples, and why they 

are important. You are free to engage the class in a quick but fun group activity for this. 
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o After (or while) leading the discussion, give a presentation using PowerPoint or any other 

software. This should help the class review and digest what you think are the most useful 

and interesting ideas from the text. (Note: Please do not begin with this, as it might ruin 

any chance of creating a good discussion!) 

 

 A formal 5-minute Oral Presentation on your Webtext Reseach Project using PowerPoint or 

any other software at the end of the semester. 

 

Informational Project 

The informational project is an important writing assignment composed of three (3) required 

assignment sequences – Proposal, Design Document, and Script – and culminates with the creation of a 

Professional ePortfolio that highlight your academic, professional, and technical communication skills 

useful for the job market. By carefully planning the production of professional eportfolios, you will 

demonstrate Cargile Cook’s (2002) layered literacies: 

 basic literacy, by making informed decisions about usage, grammar, mechanics, styles, and 

graphic representations when writing Web-page content 

 rhetorical literacy, by considering user-centered designs for specific audience, purpose, and 

platform delivery 

 social literacy, by collaborating with others during document peer reviews 

 technological literacy, by employing the use of technology to produce professional eportfolios 

 ethical literacy, by considering ethical issues about the purpose, audience, contents (both textual 

and visual), development, and delivery methods of the online document 

 critical literacy, by engaging in constant reflection when selecting artifacts for inclusion. 

 

WebText Research Project 
* Adapted with modifications from Remix: Reading + Composing Culture by Catherine G. Latterell (2006, p. 673) 

 

 Originally called “Tracing the Internet: Using the Wayback Machine,” you will analyze how one 

powerful form of technology – the Internet – has evolved over time. CHOOSE ONE WEBSITE and 

examine what the text and visual design reveal about its changing purposes, expectations, and 

audiences. Explore other sources that might contribute to your critical analysis; you are required to 

incorporate at least four (4) sources in this research project using MLA source citations format.   

 

 To trace the history of a particular website, use the Wayback Machine (archive.org) to access 

archived versions of stored websites.  Choose a website that has existed for several years such as your 

school’s website, a government agency’s site, a major company’s website, an online publication (or news 

organization), or a major web browser’s site. In the Wayback Machine’s archive, type in your chosen 

URL and study the search results.  

 

Then, find sources on writing for multimedia and the web that will support your analysis. After 

completing your research, write a critical analysis (length: 5 pages, double-spaced) that considers these 

questions: 

 

 How do the text and design of past and present versions of this website compare? 

 What messages did the original design convey about the site’s purpose? As the design changed, 

how has that message evolved? 
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 What assumptions do the designers make about the site’s users? How have their assumptions 

changed over time? 

 What details in the content and design of this site give you clues about the cultural assumptions or 

values of its designers? Of its users? How have they evolved? 

 

Finally, do not forget to include your MLA source citations (minimum of 4) AND at least 2 

screenshots (maximum of 3) from selected web pages to support your argument. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  You are REQUIRED to give a 5-minute Oral Presentation of this 

project using PowerPoint that highlights the changing purposes, expectations, and audiences of 

your chosen website. Upload your Powerpoint Presentation file on Canvas under “Oral 

Presentation of WebText Research Project” thread. As previously mentioned, despite the total 

grade points allotted to this assignment, deliberate non-compliance of this Oral Presentation can 

lower your overall class standing for reasons of failing to meet mandated course achievement 

requirements. 

 

Portfolio Submission Process 

 On the last day of class, all your written drafts should be neatly arranged in a portfolio folder 

(with the most recent paper on top) and submitted to me before taking the final exam. Ultimately, this 

portfolio will be evaluated along with your final exam to determine whether or not you will exit English 

3180. 

 

 Note that it is your responsibility to submit a complete portfolio with all your graded papers for 

this course. Web/URL addresses of multimedia writing assignments will be recorded and printed out as 

well for submission. Incomplete portfolios will not be evaluated with the final exam; students 

without portfolios will not pass the course.  

 

 

CLASSROOM POLICIES 

 

Revision Policy 

 One goal of this class is for you to learn to determine when a written assignment has been revised 

to the point where you can submit it as a “final draft” which will earn a passing grade. On days when 

you are expected to write and revise in class, please come prepared. Always save your drafts in the 

same two storage devices (original and back-up) and always bring those to class. On writing days, if 

you often tell me that you can’t revise because “the only copy is on my home computer,” then this may 

decrease your grade for that assignment.   

 

Note to Mac Users:  If your Mac is a laptop, please bring it; otherwise, you’ll need to find a way to 

quickly transfer your documents between your Mac and the PC’s in the class.  

(If you’re not sure how, please talk to me during WEEK 1, and I’ll give you some suggestions for 

getting help.) 

 

Writing Conferences 

 It is important to get encouraging and specific feedback from members of the class and from me. 

If you need personalized help, my office hours, office room number, and office phone number are all 

posted on the front page of this syllabus. If my office hours do not coincide with your schedule, we can 

make other arrangements.  
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Attendance Policy 

 Attendance in this class is MANDATORY. Class time will be devoted to actively building 

writing skills by writing and revising, discussing, and critiquing your own writing and the writing of 

others. Such activities simply cannot be “made up” satisfactorily by getting the notes from a peer or by 

meeting with me. Although there is no attendance grade for this class, if you miss more than three (3) 

class sessions for any reason, you could jeopardize your chances of passing the course. I’ll most likely 

ask you to drop the course or give a 5-point grade deduction for each absence. Not showing up halfway 

through the course without going through the dropping procedure translates to a Failing grade. That’s all 

there is to it on this issue.  

 

 While I realize emergencies, work, and other situations may arise, students who miss that many 

classes need to take the class again at a time when they are able to participate in daily class activities. 

Students who must miss class because of a university-sanctioned activity, such as an athletic event, club 

activity, class assignment, or other approved event are responsible for notifying their instructors with a 

written notification from the faculty or staff member supervising the activity by the second day of class 

and for completing any missed assignments. I will abide by the policy for absences described in Dixie 

State’s policies and procedures manual. 

 

Note:   You are responsible for keeping track of any missed work by consulting our Assignment 

Schedule and complying with the daily assignments/course requirements. Also, you must arrange with me 

to complete missed instruction and/or coursework if you were absent due to a university-sanctioned 

activity. 

 

Disruptive Behavior Policy 

Three important classroom policies will be enforced throughout the semester – coming to class 

on time, using the computers only when instructed, AND keeping your cellular gadgets. These 

simple rules are meant to avoid class disruption and instill proper discipline that would benefit you in the 

workplace.  

 

FIRST, coming to class late can cause disturbance to an on-going class discussion that’s why it is 

discouraged. It is also a symptom of lack of discipline in students, especially the perennial latecomers, so 

please understand that coming to class on time is required as instructions on writing techniques or 

examples will not be repeated. Note that 3 instances of being late is equivalent to one absence. This 

also applies to leaving class before the end of the period. 

 

SECOND, computer use in the classroom is allowed only when instructed. While technology 

enhances class discussion and the writing process (e.g. in-class drafting, revisions, online research), it can 

also serve as potential distractions when used without discretion. To regulate computer use in the 

classroom, see to it that you check your emails, Facebook, Twitter, etc. a few minutes BEFORE class 

starts AND minimize your computer screens and face the board when we begin. Tinkering with the 

computer during class lecture is not only rude but disruptive. 

 

THIRD, this classroom is a “cellular free” learning area. Please make sure that alarms and 

cellular phones are turned off or set to vibrate only. 

 

Drop Date 

 If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before October 14, 2013 to 

avoid receiving an “F” on your transcript. 
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Late Work Policy 

 Please pay attention to the due dates listed on your Assignment Schedule. All work must be 

turned in on time and in the classroom. I will not accept late work unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. Note that late work will be given a 10% grade deduction, and no work will be 

accepted more than one week after the original due date. Similarly, I WILL NOT ACCEPT LATE 

WORK IN MY DEPARTMENT MAILBOX OR VIA E-MAIL unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. 

 

Plagiarism 

 Under the “Student Rights and Responsibilities Code,” plagiarism is thoroughly defined. Please 

access http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html and read its definition carefully. Your understanding 

of this concept is essential because plagiarism is grounds for failure in this course. 

 

 

ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 

 

Writing Center 

 The university provides free service for students desiring additional assistance with their writing 

assignments in all courses. The Writing Center is located at the Holland Centennial Commons, room 421. 

Call 435-652-7629 for hours and more information. 

 

Online Writing Lab 

 You can consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues related to 

your writing, and for numerous links to relevant websites. To reach a page, type the following link in your 

browser, http://dixiewritingcenter.com/contact/. 

 

Computer Lab 

 If you need to use a computer to do schoolwork on campus, go to the Smith Computer Center or 

in the Dixie State library on the second, mezzanine, or third floors of the Holland Centennial Commons. 

 

Student Help Desk 

 The Help Desk is available for your technological needs. Please check 

http://www.dixie.edu/helpdesk/ for more information. The Help Desk can be reached at 652-7951 and 

through email at helpdesk@dixie.edu. Email is the preferred method and is easier for our techs to check 

regularly. 

 

Library Services 
 Hours of operation are posted online at http://library.dixie.edu/. 

 

Testing Center 

Hours of operation are posted online at http://new.dixie.edu/testing/. 

 

Disability Statement 

 If you suspect or are aware that you have a disability that may affect your success in the course, 

you are strongly encouraged to contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in the North Plaza 

Building. The disability will be evaluated and eligible students will receive assistance in obtaining 

reasonable accommodations. Call 435-652-7516.  

 

 

 

http://www.dixie.edu/helpdesk/
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Dmail and Canvas 

 You will be held responsible for information sent to your Dmail account, so please check it 

often. All DSU students are automatically assigned a Dmail account. Important class and university 

information will be sent to your account, including your DSU bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, 

notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates and events, and other information critical to 

your success in this class and at DSU. Also, your instructor will occasionally email the entire class about 

important assignment and/or class information, and they will use your Dmail account to do so.  

 

 Finally, our course syllabus, assignment sheets, peer review sheets, and other pertinent documents 

for this class will be posted on Canvas. Please log in to Canvas from the DSU homepage 

(www.dixie.edu) and click on our course shell to access these materials. 

 

Important Dates to Remember 

 

Aug 19  Classwork Starts  

Aug 22  Last Day to Waitlist 

Aug 23  Last Day to Add Without Signature  

Aug 28  Drop/Audit fee begins ($10 per class)  

Sep 2     Labor Day  

Sep 3     $50 Late Registration/Payment Fee  

Sep 9    Pell Grant Census  

Sep 9    Last Day for Refund  

Sep 9    Last day to Drop Without a “W” grade 

Sep 10  Courses Dropped for Non-payment 

Sep 13  Last Day to Add/Audit Classes 

Oct 1  Last Day to Apply for Graduation 

Oct  9  Midterm Grades Due 

Oct 10-11  Semester Break  

Oct 14  Last Day to Drop Individual Class  

Nov 8   Last Day for Complete Withdrawal  

Nov 12 Career Day  

Nov 27-29  Thanksgiving Break  

Dec 6  Last Day of classes 

Dec 9-13  Final Exams 

 

Additional Information 

 The following link http://new.dixie.edu/reg/?page=fall2013 will give you additional information 

on semester deadline dates, final exam schedule, campus resources (including the library, disability 

resource center, IT Help Desk, Testing Center, Writing Center), policies (including academic dishonesty, 

disruptive behavior, absences), Dmail (student email client), etc.  
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE 

Assignments Due Dates* 

(RD = Rough Draft; FD = Final Draft) 

Prezumé  

 

RD Sep 3; FD Sep 10 

Informational Project: Proposal 

 

Sep 17 

Informational Project: Design Document Sep 24 

 

Informational Project: Script 

 

Oct 1 

Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio RD Oct 8; FD Oct 15 

 

WebText Research Project RD Oct 29; FD Nov 5 

Oral Presentation of WebText Research Project 

 

Nov 5 and Nov 12 

ReMix Project 

 

Nov 19 

Portfolio Submission Nov 26 

Final Exam  Dec 10 at 5:00 p.m. -- Please make 

vacation arrangements accordingly. 

*Note some assignments with a series of due dates to reflect the writing process 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

WFTW  = Writing for the Web 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

WEEK 1  

 

Tue 8/20 

Introduction to the course. Group Assignments (4 groups). Assignment Schedule for Chapter 

Quizzes, Scholarly Articles and Blog Responses, and Group Report.  Set up Blogger.com 

account. Technological Literacy Autobiography blog entry. Discussion of Chapter 1 and related 

activities. 

 

Assignment:  Finish and post your blog entry on Technological Literacy Autobiography and 

respond to one peer before next class (note that your next blog entry/reply will be for Scholarly 

Article #1). Read WFTW Chapter 1 and Chapter 12. Do Chapter Quizzes for both chapters on 

Canvas. 
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WEEK 2 

 

Tue 8/27 

Pre-Test. Share your blog entry on Technological Literacy Autobiography. Discussion of 

Chapter 12 and related activities.  Prezumé assignment. Pre-Writing Workshop.  

 

Assignment:  Finish the rough draft of your Prezumé assignment and be ready for peer review 

next meeting. Read WFTW Chapter 3 and do Chapter Quiz on Canvas. Read and post your blog 

entry on Scholarly Article #1 and respond to one peer before next class.  

Group 1 only – prepare for Group Report. 

 

WEEK 3 

 

Tue 9/3 

Discussion of Scholarly Article #1 based on blog entries. Peer-Review of Prezumé assignment. 

Cybersafing your Prezumé/Online Résumé. In-class revision.  Group 1 – Group Report of 

Chapter 3 and related activities. 

 

Assignment:  Finish the final draft of your Prezumé assignment and submit the URL on Canvas 

next meeting. Read WFTW Chapter 2 and do Chapter Quiz on Canvas. Read and post your blog 

entry on Scholarly Article #2 and respond to one peer before next class.  

 

WEEK 4 

 

Tue 9/10 

Discussion of Scholarly Article #2 based on blog entries. Submission of Prezumé assignment on 

Canvas. Discussion of Chapter 2 and related activities.  Informational Project: Proposal. Pre-

Writing Workshop. In-class drafting.   

 

Assignment:  Finish your Informational Project: Proposal and be ready to submit next class for 

peer review (print one copy AND post on Canvas!). Read WFTW Chapter 4 and do Chapter Quiz 

on Canvas. Read and post your blog entry on Scholarly Article #3 and respond to one peer 

before next class.   

Group 2 only – prepare for Group Report. 

 

WEEK 5 

 

Tue 9/17 

Discussion of Scholarly Article #3 based on blog entries. Peer-Review of Informational Project: 

Proposal. Informational Project: Design Document. Software Demo: Create flowcharts using 

IHMC CMaps (buddy system).  Pre-Writing Workshop. In-class drafting.   

Group 2 – Group Report of Chapter 4 and related activities. 
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Assignment:  Finish your Informational Project: Design Document and be ready to submit next 

class for peer review (print one copy AND post on Canvas!). Read WFTW Chapter 5 and do 

Chapter Quiz on Canvas.  Group 3 only – prepare for Group Report. 

 

WEEK 6 

 

Tue 9/24 

Peer-Review of Informational Project: Design Document. Informational Project: Script.  

Software Demo: Create flowcharts using Microsoft Word Shapes (buddy system). Pre-Writing 

Workshop. In-class drafting.   

Group 3 – Group Report of Chapter 5 and related activities. 

 

Assignment:  Finish your Informational Project: Script and be ready to submit next class for peer 

review (print one copy AND post on Canvas!). Read WFTW Chapter 6 and do Chapter Quiz on 

Canvas.  

 

WEEK 7 

 

Tue 10/1 

Discussion of Chapter 6 and related activities. Peer-Review of Informational Project: Script. 

Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio. Web builder demo: Weebly and Wix (buddy 

system).  Pre-Writing Workshop: Web development and studio review. 

 

Assignment:  Finish the rough draft of your Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio and be 

ready for peer review next meeting. Read WFTW Chapter 8 and do Chapter Quiz on Canvas.  

 

WEEK 8    

 

Tue 10/8       

Peer-Review of Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio. In-class Revision: Web 

development and studio review. Discussion of Chapter 8 and related activities.   

 

Assignment:  Finish the final draft of your Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio and 

submit the URL on Canvas next meeting. Read WFTW Chapter 10 and do Chapter Quiz on 

Canvas.  

 

WEEK 9  

 

Tue 10/15         

Submission of Informational Project: Professional ePortfolio on Canvas. WebText Research 

Project. Pre-Writing Workshop: Web analysis and research. Discussion of Chapter 10 and related 

activities.  

 

Assignment:  Continue working on your web analysis and research. Read and post your blog 

entry on Scholarly Article #4 and respond to one peer before next class.   
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WEEK 10 

 

Tue 10/22     

Discussion of Scholarly Article #4 based on blog entries. MLA Source Documentation format.  

Software demo: Dreamweaver Basics (buddy system). Open time: Web analysis and research.  

 

Assignment:  Finish the rough draft of your WebText Research Project and be ready for peer 

review next meeting.  

 

WEEK 11 

 

Tue 10/29        

MLA Source Integration quick review. MLA In-text and Works Cited Documentation exercise.  

Peer-Review of WebText Research Project.  In-class revision. Sign-up Sheet for Oral 

Presentation.  

 

Assignment:  Finish the final draft of your WebText Research Project for submission next 

meeting. Work on your Oral Presentation c/o software presentation (due next meeting!). 

    

WEEK 12 

 

Tue 11/5 

WebText Research Project submission. ReMix Project. Pre-Writing Workshop: Explore samples 

of print or digital “texts” that you find compelling AND start planning the content and 

organization of your piece. Start Oral Presentations.  

 

Assignment:  Continue working on your ReMix Project. Read WFTW Chapter 11 and do Chapter 

Quiz on Canvas. Group 4 only – prepare for Group Report. 

 

WEEK 13  

 

Tue 11/12          

Finish oral Presentations. Open time: Work on your ReMix Project. 

Group 4 – Group Report of Chapter 11 and related activities.  

 

Assignment:  Finish the final draft of your ReMix Project for submission next meeting. Read and 

post your blog entry on Scholarly Article #5 and respond to one peer before next class.   

 

WEEK 14  

 

Tue 11/19    

Discussion of Scholarly Article #5 based on blog entries. Writing Portfolio submission 

instruction. Last blog entry instruction. ReMix Project submission. “Show and Tell” of ReMix 

Projects. 
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Assignment:  Post your last blog entry for this semester and respond to one peer before next 

class.   IMPORTANT-  Bring your Writing Portfolio with ALL graded assignments for this term; 

Web/URL addresses of multimedia writing assignments should also be recorded and printed out 

as well. LATE and INCOMPLETE portfolios will NOT be accepted.  

 

WEEK 15   

 

Tue 11/26 DUE WRITING PORTFOLIO IN CLASS!!! 

Share your last Blog entries. Final Exam Prep. Submission of Writing Portfolio. If applicable, 

finish “Show and Tell” of ReMix Projects. 

 

Assignment:  Do not be late nor absent during our Final Exam. Please load $$$ on your account 

to use the classroom printer.  

    

WEEK 16    

 

Tue 12/3            

Review Writing for Interactive Media Principles. 

 

 

FINAL EXAM:  December 10, Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. 

Note:  Writing Portfolios will be returned. Good Luck! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Holidays, everyone!!!   


